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President’s Letter

Coach’s Column

by Pat Duggan
Some years ago in a writing class, my
instructor shared that there were four
steps to mastering the craft:
 Unconscious incompetence
 Conscious incompetence
 Conscious competence
 Unconscious competence
I think that the same formula could be
applied to swimming.
Unconscious incompetence
At its worst, this is the first timer at
swim practice who hasn’t been in the
pool for years, arrives hyped up on testosterone-overload, and then jumps
into an estrogen-dominant lane, expecting to lead-off the set, simply by
virtue of gender and or/age. Fortunately, BWAQers are a tolerant group and
will allow said swimmer to discover his
own folly. Another example of UI is the
newbie who takes a mini-vacation at
the end of the lane, then suddenly decides to push off just as an incoming
swimmer starts to execute a flip turn.
This particular amateur affliction seems
to affect both genders equally. If a collision is somehow averted, the newbie
remains oblivious. If not, perhaps the
learning curve will not be so steep, but
there’s no guarantee.
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by Wendy Neely
This summer has been hot, and full of
fun events and activities. A lot of goals
and accomplishments have been
achieved and yet a lot of us get in kind
of a funk trying to settle back into the
normal routine.
Remember it's totally normal to get into
a post event funk and yet it's the perfect time to revisit your swimming.
WHY? you ask. Why do I swim...... It
can be for the free feeling the water
gives you. The only quiet place of the
day. Working out with friends or for
competition. Whatever your why is,
honor it and answer it by getting back
into your routine.
Here are three ways to get you out of
your funk.
20 Minute Rule:
“Tired”, “grumpy”, “don't feel like it”,
or even “20 minutes late to practice”?
No problem! Stick to the 20 minute
rule. You know you won't feel better
doing what your doing so why not go
for a swim. If your not feeling it past the
first 20 minutes then call it a day, guilt
free. Most times you will keep going
and have a great workout.

(Continued on page 7)
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Bosphorus 2015
TEAM OFFICERS:
President:
Pat Duggan
Vice President:
Kim Boggs
Secretary:
Jenell Outerson
Treasurer:
Judy Williams
Membership:
Angela Turley

by Dan Smith
Where in the world is the Bosphorus?
Ask Eric Durban. He swam from Europe to Asia on Sunday, July 25th. It is
set in a stunning location in Istanbul,
Turkey, surrounded by water, which is
the narrow strait of the Bosphorus

swimmer to finish the 6.5k race in a
time of 1:10:54. In addition, Eric was
the only swimmer from the USA to
win his age group. Eric has earned
the title of ‘Intercontinental Swimmer’.
Way to go Eric!

MEMBERS AT
LARGE:
KCAC:
Sean Mabin
Covington:
Eric Durban
Evergreen:
Ed Marrs
Fife:
Wilson Defiesta
Sumner:
Tony Lieggi
Webmaster:
Angela Turley
Newsletter:
Dan Smith

and the serene sea of Marmara separating Europe from Asia.
Eric finished 25th out of 1988 entrants and took 1st place in the 60-69
age group. He was the first American

Swim For Their Sacrifice
by Dan Smith
What are you doing this month, or
maybe next month. Do you know
what you’ll be doing for the next six
months? Chris Ring does.
Chris Ring, a United States Navy combat veteran, has joined with the or-
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This is not an easy race to get into,
only 900 foreign swimmers are allowed each year, and there is a 250
swimmer limit from each country.
For more information and photos,
check out the race website:
2015 Samsung Bosphorus CrossContinental Swimming Race

ganization
Legacies
Alive
(legaciesalive.com) to recognize GoldStar families. Gold-Star families are
those that have lost someone killed in
service to our nation.
One June 6th, D-Day, Chris started out
from the source of the Mississippi River on Itasca Lake, and will be swimming the ENTIRE distance of the Mis-
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Last Gasp 2015
by Angela Turley
Have you signed up for Last Gasp yet?
Registration is open until September
15th or when event is full. Go to
http:www.lastgaspofsummer.com
and get your entry in. This is a unique
event in that it is one of the few open
water events that includes both adult
(USMS) and youth (USA) swimmers

Early registration before 9/01 is
$65.00, from 9/01 – 9/15 $70.00, and
on the day of race it is $80.00. If you
are not a member of USMS, you can
purchase a one day USMS Registration for $22.00. Every entrant receives a gift towel (see sidebar)
Sign up for the one or two mile, either
wetsuit or non-wetsuit, and stay for
the barbecue and picnic after the
race. Make it a family event!

Last Gasp Towel
for every entrant

bluewave-aquatics.com
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They swam toward a crowd of expectant onlookers.

Swim Defiance Recap
by Zena Courtney
On Sunday, June 21, 2015, 46 courageous and indomitable swimmers
braved the 54° waters of the Puget
Sound as they recreated that historic
open water race swam by thirteen
hardy souls in 1926!
At 8:30 A.M, the 5K swimmers, all in
wetsuits, dove into the water at Owen Beach. A wave of red caps and BIG
red balloons headed for Vashon Island
in the distance. At 9:00 AM, our 3K
group set off from Vashon Island toward Pt. Defiance, having taken the
Pt. Defiance–Tahlequah ferry over.

“thankful to
my team…
my best
friends,
my
competitors,
my soul
mates
for the
love of
swimming”

A Joyous State Of Mind
by Julie Montiel
Swim Defiance is the most exhilarating and challenging swim I've ever
done. Alcatraz's Sharkfest is a walk in
the park compared to Swim Defiance.
The beginning of the race grabbed my
heart, shocked my skin, and a crazed
determination got me through the
first hundred yards. Then I started to
breathe and enjoy the peace of swimming . . .Sunlight in the water, beautiful layers of jellyfish below, and the
rush of the water following my arms.
I began to think about how thankful I

bluewave-aquatics.com

About an hour and thirteen minutes
later we could discern a single swimmer approaching the finish line,
cranking like an aquatic machine. It
was none other than the fabulous
Haleigh Werner, completing another
one of her amazing swims! She hardly
seemed winded -- just another walk in
the park for her. Shortly after, Eric
Dolven, the second place finisher
brought it home in grand style with a
1:18:17. The crowd (yours truly included) cheered loudly as each successive swimmer completed their
own personal will power contests.
(Continued on page 9)

am for the gift of swimming. To dad
for building a pool "for me." To mom
for driving me to swim class or lap
swim. She made it possible for me to
swim when I went to a school with no
program. To you, Zena for saying,
"You should swim with us!" in that
matter of fact way that convinced me
I was good enough to join. Thankful to
Wendy, Jenn and Malcolm for showing me how to swim better and accepting where I'm at and encouraging
me along. And thankful to my
team...my best friends, my competitors, my soul mates for the love of
swimming.
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temperature, exposure to cold expends calories.

The “Cold” Diet
by Dan Smith

The
“Cold
Shoulder“
ice vest

The following excerpt appeared from
a story in the July/August issue of
Reader’s Digest:
During Michael Phelps’s 2008 Olympic
gold-medal streak in swimming, Ray
Cronise, a former materials scientist
at NASA, heard the widely circulated
claim that Phelps was eating 12,000
calories a day. Phelps’s intake was
many thousands of calories more than
what most elite athletes need. Running a marathon burns only about
2,500 calories. Phelps would have to
have been aggressively swimming
during every waking hour to keep
from gaining weight. But then Cronise
figured it out: Phelps must have been
burning extra calories simply by being
immersed in cool water.
Fascinated, Cronise began a regimen
of cold showers and shirtless walks in
winter. When he began measuring his
metabolism during and after cold exposure, he found that his body was
burning a tremendous amount of energy. He lost 26.7 pounds in six weeks.
His findings have helped drive a theory gaining momentum among scientists: that people can harness environmental thermodynamics in pursuit of
weight loss. Because the human body
uses energy to help maintain a normal
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This fascinated me to no end, thinking
about our open water swims in lakes
and the Sound, and also our beloved
“icy” KCAC. Could part of a swimmer’s fitness be attributed to a higher
metabolism due to the body trying to
keep warm?
As I looked further, I found that
Wayne B. Hayes, an associate professor at the University of California at
Irvine and inspired by Ray’s research
has invented an ice vest for this very
purpose. The vest is loaded with ice
packs and works on this theory that
since your body uses energy to maintain a normal body temperature, exposure to cold burns calories. Hayes
claims that just wearing the vest for
one hour burns 250 calories. He sells
the vest, which he calls the “Cold
Shoulder”, out of his apartment in
Pasadena.
Cronise proposes this “Metabolic
Winter” hypothesis: that obesity is
only in small part due to lack of exercise, and mostly due to the fact that
we are chronically warm.
“Maybe our problem,” Chronise argues, “is that winter never comes.”
Something to consider as you make
your next plunge into your next icy
KCAC workout.
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swimmers are offered 50% off the
1st months’ dues. This helps offset
the USMS $52 registration fee. For
a limited time, the same offer is
available to former BWAQ swimmers. Call up you old swimming
friends and encourage them to
come back to the pool.

BWAQ Financial News
by Judy Williams
As you know, BWAQ raised rates in
January. We hoped that this would
solve our financial problems for several years. Unfortunately, our balance
sheet is not looking great.

“monthly
membership
has been
declining”



Last Gasp of Summer is a big fund
raiser for BWAQ. If you own, work
for or know of a company interested in sponsoring this event,
contact
Sean
Mabin
(smabin@qwest.net).
Food donations for the picnic should be
coordinated with Julie Montiel
(julie.montiel@bestwestern.com).
See flyer below for the sponsorship levels.



Swim at Last Gasp of Summer on
Sept 19th. Registration is open Entry fee is $65.

The primary reason for BWAQ’s financial woes is that monthly membership
has been declining. There are 20 fewer regular monthly swimmers in August (94) than there were in January
(114). Expenses have been reduced
when ever possible. Poorly attended
swim practices have been cancelled
and the number of lanes we rent has
been reduced when ever possible.
How can you help?
 Encourage friends, family members, neighbors and former swimmers to swim with BWAQ. All levels of swimmers are welcome. A
one-week free trial is available. In
addition to one free week, new

Thanks for swimming with Blue Wave
Aquatics!

NEW AND RETURNING MEMBERS
Douglas Mosher
Haroon Anwar
Jill Anderson
Mandla Kaunda

bluewave-aquatics.com

Melanie Crump
Nicholas Barkley
Tim Nelson
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President’s Letter , cont’d
(Continued from page 1)

At its best, UI allows a swimmer just
enough courage to join a masters
team, not realizing just how incompetent he/she is. (Guilty, as charged.)
This is a good thing, because the next
level will soon be achieved:

“That can’t
possibly
be me,
you say.
That’s not
at all
what my
stroke looks
like in
my head.”

Conscious incompetence
Maybe it happens the day you notice
that the swimmer in the next lane
has just passed you with an effortless
glide, leaving you with the sensation
of only treading water by comparison, even though you’re sprinting at
all out maximum speed. Or maybe
it’s the shock of seeing yourself for
the first time on video. That can’t
possibly be me, you say. That’s not at
all what my stroke looks like in my
head. But it is you and so the reality
finally sinks in: I am even worse at
this than I could possibly even imagine.
This is the point when many mistakenly give up. However, no matter
what the skill you’re trying to master,
the experts say no learning will take
place until you reach this level. Only
then can you hope to move up to:
Conscious competence
At this point, it’s important to celebrate the small victories: finally figuring out when to breathe, how to
achieve a high elbow, even proper

bluewave-aquatics.com

hand-placement in the water. The
thing about swimming is that it’s
much like golf: change one thing and
you have to alter everything else to
compensate and reach the next level.
It may be frustrating at times, but
never boring.
Unconscious competence
At its worst, UC is when everything
magically comes together one day
and you can’t repeat it the next day
or even have a clue what you did to
make it happen. However, the UC
universe is mainly populated by
those swimmers in lane four who’ve
been swimming since they learned to
walk. The tipoff is when they give you
a blank look when you ask them how
to do a flip turn. At first, you think
they’re being deliberately evasive,
not wanting to share their “swim secrets” with the competition, but then
you realize it’s because all those skills
have become so ingrained they can
no more explain them, than they can
tell you how to breathe and walk at
the same time. This is when your
best bet is to ask a coach.
As for me, being a late onset swimmer, the chances of my attaining unconscious competence are slim. I
consider myself fortunate just to be
somewhat competent some of the
time.
However, an odd thing did happen to
me at a swim meet a couple of years
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Sacrifice , cont’d
(Continued from page 2)

sissippi River, a total distance of
2,552 miles. He is scheduled to complete the swim on December 12th.

“The goal
is to
bring
awareness
and
continued
support
to those
that gave
the
ultimate
sacrifice
for their
nation”

Chris Ring begins his trek down the
Mississippi River

Chris says it is not so much about the
event itself by why he is doing the
event. Chris is using the swim to
connect with as many Gold-Star families along the way, who are invited to
come and visit with him, where he
can stop and talk to the families and
thank them for their child’s service.
The goal is to bring awareness and
continued support to those that gave
the ultimate sacrifice for their nation.
"I'm not trying to set a record. I'm
not trying to be the fastest person,"
Ring said. "It's just more to connect
and unite as many families as possible."
Ed Blecksmith, who came to watch
the swim's kickoff from his home in

bluewave-aquatics.com

Utah, became a Gold Star father
when he lost his youngest son, James
(J.P.), who was killed in Iraq on Veterans Day in 2004, while the family
lived in San Marino, Calif.
"I wish I weren't a Gold Star Family.
J.P. was a great kid. He was outgoing.
He was humble and had a great
sense of humor," Blecksmith said of
his son, who played quarterback at
the U.S. Naval Academy. Blecksmith
said his son had two goals in going to
Iraq.
"He told me, 'I want to lead my men
effectively in combat and I want to
bring them all home alive,' " Blecksmith recalled. "And they all did
come home alive, except for him. He
did not."
Mike and Mariann Perich drove from
Pittsburgh, Penn., to help support the
swim. Their son, Michael Perich,
went missing in 2008, along with
three others during what the military
described as a U.S. Coast Guard classified operation.
"We're just trying to help Chris get
down the river with as much support
as we can muster up for these guys,"
Mike Perich said of Ring and Legacies
Alive. "They're just an awesome
group of guys. The most incredible
guys I've ever met."
You can monitor Chris’ progress at
http://legaciesalive.com/
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President’s Letter , cont’d
(Continued from page 7)

ago. A fast swimmer I admire in my
age group told me that another
swimmer wanted to meet me. To my
amazement, swimmer number three
considered me to be in the same category as my hero, even though I’m
well over a minute slower in the 500

“You may
be asking
yourself
as this
point
“Are these
people
crazy?”
The
answer
of course
is
“YES””

Swim Defiance Recap, cont’d
(Continued from page 4)

Conditions proved to be a bit choppy
and the sideways current more challenging as the morning progressed.
James Littlefield rang the first place
bell for Swim Defiance 3K race competitors in-water start on the Vashon
side, with a 40:59.6 followed by Katherine Ciurej with a 47:45.1.
You may be asking yourself as this
point – “Are these people crazy?” The
answer of course is YES, but in a very
delightful and inspiring way!
Speaking of sanity, there were five 3K
swimmers that swam WITHOUT a
wetsuit!
 Wendy Van DeSompele 45:35.6
 Melissa Nordquist 46:28.4
 Alison Deem 46:37.8
 Julie Montiel 1:02:02
 Scott Matthews 49:27.8 (The lone
male)
ALL did the 3K SANS WETSUIT....BRRR!

bluewave-aquatics.com

free. Then again, we’re both faster
than swimmer number three so maybe it’s time to add a new category:
relative competence.
We can all achieve that level even if
the only person we compete against
is ourselves, which sometimes can be
the most formidable adversary of all.

AND they all looked like champions
coming out of the water! SHAAAWIINNGGGG!
It was indeed thrilling
and moving to see each swimmer
complete their journey. They put everything on the line - Body and Soul AND they all pushed to the MAX!
What a joy to behold!
GREAT SWIMS BY EVERYONE!
This fantastic event was made possible by the ever amazing Race Director
dynamo, our own Zena Courtney AND
her amazing Blue Wave Aquatic Swim
Team, supported by a host of outstanding volunteers. Yes, Swim Defiance 2015 has left its mark in local
history and the waves it created are
still being felt by all of us who were
privileged to participate.
MEGA KUDOS TO EVERYONE
INVOLVED ON THAT GLORIOUS
MORNING!!! Next year Zena?
For full results visit:
http://www.swimdefiance.com/
results.aspx
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“I really
don't know
how
anyone
could
possibly
dance the
Charleston
after
that!”

Joyous, cont’d
(Continued from page 4)

The middle of the race was surreal
and hypnotically long as that yellow
arch seemed so far away. When I realized I had less than a quarter of the
race to go, the mind games and euphoria ended. The current pulled me
south as waves interfered with my
strokes in the opposite direction. How
confusing!
Frustrated with the arch moving
north, I remembered our experiment
with swimming with rubber bands.
Dan wrote about the additional

torque of breast stroke, and I went
with it! After a few minutes of strong
kicks and lungs full of air, the arch was
in line and looked to be about 50
yards away. Almost there! I told myself that I would definitely be there by
100 breaths, no matter how strong
the current.
I got to 56 and wobbled to my feet. So
thankful to be done and for the
steady hands that reached out to help
me along. I really don't know how anyone could possibly dance the
Charleston after that! But I do understand the joyous state of mind!

BWAQ Swimmers at Swim Defiance
5K Wetsuit
OVERALL:
2nd Male - Eric Durban 1:21:15.2

3rd Male - Daniel Haegele 53:23.8

AGE GROUP:
1st Male 45-49 - Andy Iyall 1:31:52.6
1st Male 55-59 - Steve Freeborn
1:24:50.3
3K Wetsuit
OVERALL:
2nd Female - Jenell Outerson 48:56.5
AGE GROUP:
1st Female 60-64 - Pat Duggan
1:24:02.2
OVERALL:
1st Male - James Littlefield 40:59.6
2nd Male - Jason Brandt 48:25.6
bluewave-aquatics.com

AGE GROUP:
1st Male 45-49 - Jon Van Steenvort
59:53.6
2nd Male 45-49 - Sean Mabin
1:00.09.1
3K No-wetsuit
OVERALL:
2nd Female - Melissa Nordquist
46:28.4
3rd Female - Alison Deem 46:37.8
AGE GROUP:
1st Female 45-49- Julie Montiel
1:02:02.7
OVERALL:
1st Male - Scott Matthews 49:27.8
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Blue Waves in Motion
Swim Defiance 2015:
A good turnout (too many to mention) from BWAQ for the second annual Swim Defiance on June 21. (see
article on page xxx). A great turnout
and well run event by Zena Courtney
and the volunteers from BWAQ.
Independence Day, 2015:
Thanks to the Nordyke’s for hosting a
morning swim and pot-luck brunch
from their house on Five Mile Lake,
and to the Montiel’s for hosting an
evening swim and hangout from their
house on Lake Killarney. Thankful for
swim friends with lake houses!
Friday Night Swim Races
Congrats to Stephen Freeborn (3rd
overall 2.4 mile wetsuit) and Scott
Matthews (1st overall .5 mile nonwetsuit sprint) on their swims at the second Friday Night Lake Meridian Races
on July 10. Scott picked the least
crowded field and won the apple pie
with only a six second margin. Way to
sprint, Scott.
5th Annual Portland Bridge Swim:
Zena Courtney swam the 11 mile race
in the Williamette River in Portland on
July, 12, 2015. With her daughter as
her kayak support, she passed under
12 bridge in a little over four hours.

Melissa Nordquist trekked all the way
to New York to swim the Maggie
Fischer South Bay Swim, a 6.2 mile
swim across the Great South Bay on
the Long Island shore. She swam the
crossing in 2:10:31 and finished 3rd in
her age group.
Fat Salmon 2015:
On Saturday, July 18, Pat Duggan,
Stephen Freeborn, Dan Smith, Andy
Iyall, Tony Lieggi, Mark Zellerhoff,
Zena Courtney, Jessie Hickel, (and a
couple that I missed), swam the 3.2
Mile Fat Salmon swim in a very calm,
warm Lake Washington . Congratulations to Tony on his first open water
race, who happened on the event
website after the event had closed,
but though some unique circumstances got the director to open up the
event just for Tony to get entered.
Bosphorus 2015
In the “who travelled the farthest to
swim” category, Eric Durban came up
the big winner, travelling to Istanbul,
Turkey to swim from Europe to Asia
on Sunday, July 25th and winning his
age group. (see article on page xxx).
Jason Brandt completed another IronMan race, this time at Whistler,
British Colombia, Canadaon July 26th.
Jason completed the event in
11:23:54, finishing 29th in his age
group.

Maggie Fischer South Bay Swim:

bluewave-aquatics.com

(Continued on page 12)
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Blue Waves in Motion
TEAM LINKS
Swim Team Schedule http://www.bluewaveaquatics.com/
Schedule.aspx
Tri Time Swimming Lesson
Schedule - http://
www.bluewaveaquatics.com/ScheduleSwimLessons.aspx
Up To the Minute news/
exciting articles - http://
www.bluewaveaquatics.com/
Members.aspx
Weekly news - http://
www.bluewaveaquatics.com/News.aspx
Newsletters / Minutes http://www.bluewaveaquatics.com/News.aspx
Swim Meets/Triathlons http://www.bluewaveaquatics.com/
Competition.aspx
Meet Results - http://
www.bluewaveaquatics.com/
Competition.aspx
Click on ‘Archived Events’

(Continued from page 11)

USMS Long Course Nationals 2015:
Congratulations to Zena Courtney
who swam 9 events, earned 9 medals
and came home with a world record
in the 240+ 200 yard mixed medley
relay.

Coach’s Column, continued

She also won the coolest Nationals
medals
ever
awarded.
A
guitar pick over
crossed guitars
in honor of the
nearby
Rock
and Roll Hall of
Fame Museum.
c=1744&smid=3181

(Continued from page 1)

Choose Mini or Daily Goals:
Commit to something: whether it's
getting in the water, stroke count,
swimming fast or even other than
free. Committing to just one daily goal
is a great way to find fun in the mundane and keep yourself accountable
to doing something great for yourself.

August 22nd:
Whidbey Island Swim
https://www.clubassistant.com/club/
meet_information.cfm?
c=1729&smid=6720
September 19th
Last Gasp of Summer:
https://www.clubassistant.com/club/
meet_information.cfm?
c=1449&smid=6851

Set Event Goals:
If open water isn't your scene try a
pool event that requires little to no
travel:

September 20th
Aqua Run
http://aquarunforachild.org

November 21st and 22nd
Short Course Meter NW Zone Championships @ KCAC (yes we'll have opportunity
to train scm)

August 17-21st 2016 Long Course Nationals
Gresham Oregon
http://www.usms.org/comp/event.php?
MeetID=20160817OMSNATL

August 15
Emerald City Open Water Swim
http://www.seattle.gov/parks/aquatics/
openwaterswim.htm
Lake Padden Open Water Swim:
https://www.clubassistant.com/club/
meet_information.cfm?

bluewave-aquatics.com

All and all at the end of the day you've
got to set goals for yourself from
getting to practice, learning to love
butterfly, 30 Day Swim or participating in an event. These little things
will make a big difference in your attitude towards swimming.
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Sponsorships
PNA Champs 2015:
Do you own, work for, or know someone who would be interested in being
a sponsor for Blue Wave Aquatics ?

Pass along this information and let
them know the great opportunities of
promoting their businesses, and helping out our club at the same time:

Sponsorship Levels for Blue Wave Aquatics Events:
Gold sponsor - $1000 or more
 Large logo on shirt/bag given as participation award
 Large logo on event website and Blue Wave Aquatics website
 Logo on swim cap, if received in time to print caps
 Logo on promotional materials, if donation received before printing
 Booth/tent onsite the day of event
 Announcement at the event recognizing Title sponsorship
Silver Sponsor - $500-$999
 Medium logo on shirt/bag given as participation award
 Medium logo on event website and Blue Wave Aquatics website
 Booth/tent onsite the day of event
 Announcement at the event recognizing sponsorship
Bronze Sponsor - $200-$499
 Small logo on shirt/bag given as participation award
 Small logo on event website and Blue Wave Aquatics website
 Announcement at the event recognizing sponsorship
Product Sponsor – Less than $200 (cash, prizes or gift cards)
 Small logo on event website and Blue Wave Aquatics website
 Announcement at the event recognizing sponsorship

Events available for Sponsorship:




Pacific Northwest Aquatics Championship Swim Meet – April at King County
Aquatic Center (Federal Way)
Swim Defiance – June at Pt. Defiance Park (Tacoma)
Last Gasp of Summer – September at Angle Lake (Seatac)

Blue Wave Aquatics is a registered non-profit corporation in the State of Washington.
Federal Tax ID: 90-0032557

bluewave-aquatics.com
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member business directory
Business Swimmer/Email/Web

Address / Description

Phone

Fax

12155 Marine View Drive SW

206-246-2525

206-246-5102

Seattle, WA 98146

206-356-1663

BK Business Systems
Dan Smith
dans@bkbusiness.com
www.bkbusiness.com

Specializing in supporting small business computing needs, we service all areas of information technologies from building workstations and servers, installing and maintaining networks, custom programming, website development, repairs
and consulting services.

City Energy Systems
Patti Cunningham
CITYSM1981@COMCAST.NET
www.cityenergysystems.net

4202 Auburn Way No. #8

253-852-2174

Auburn, Wa. 98002-1370

800-365-2489

253-852-2252

Specializing in energy saving Gas furnaces, Heat Pumps, Air Conditoners and Tankless water heaters since 1981. Sales
and service, free estimates.

Freeborn Law Offices, P.S.
Stephen L. Freeborn
steve@freebornlawoffices.com

33400 9th Avenue South #208
Federal Way, WA 98003

253.838.4477
206.624.5313

General law practice: criminal defense, debtor/creditor bankruptcy issues; business and contract law, landlord-tenant
law, restrictive covenants and homeowner associations; homeowner property/boundary disputes. My wife,Sue - also an
attorney - specializes in wills and estate issues, guardianship law and also her masters in clinical counseling with 3 offices, Seattle, Federal Way, and Enumclaw.

Jockey Person to Person
1853 Overview Drive NE
Zena Courtney
zenacourtney@hotmail.com
Tacoma, WA 98422
www.jockeypersontoperson.com/zenacomfortzone

253-927-3695

I am a Jockey Person to Person Comfort Specialist offering economical, versatile, easy-care, fashion forward women's
clothing that goes from work to play, ranging from sizes XS to 3XL through FREE pre-planned presentations and private
one-on-one consultations. Enjoy stress-free dressing in one session!

Tacoma Chiropractic Center
Greg Collins, LMP

2420 S. Union Ave. suite 230
Tacoma, WA. 98405
greg@tacomachiropracticcenter.com

253 759-1500

Specializing in deep tissue massage, with an emphasis on Trigger Point Therapy. A Nationally Certified Massage Therapist, Greg has spent the last 15 years practicing preventive and remedial treatment of muscles and soft tissue for the
management of pain, stress and soft tissue injuries. Greg is a past member of the AMTA National Sports Massage
Team, and the Washington State Sports Massage Team. Greg was Co-director of Massage Services for the 2001
USMS Long Course Nationals. Team Special: First hour massage $45
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